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Introduction to Economic Growth1

Section 1 in this note defines Economic Growth as a field of economics. In Section

2 formulas for calculation of average growth rates in discrete and continuous time are

presented. Section 3 briefly presents two sets of stylized facts. Finally, Section 4 discusses,

in an informal way, the different concepts of across-country income convergence. In his

introductory Chapter 1, §1.5, Acemoglu briefly touches upon these concepts.

1 The field

Economic growth analysis is the study of what factors and mechanisms determine the

time path of productivity (a simple index of productivity is output per unit of labor). The

focus is on

• productivity levels and

• productivity growth.

1.1 Economic growth theory

Economic growth theory endogenizes productivity growth via considering human capital

accumulation (formal education as well as learning-by-doing) and endogenous research

and development. Also the conditioning role of geography and juridical, political, and

cultural institutions is taken into account.

Although for practical reasons, economic growth theory is often stated in terms of

easily measurable variables like per capita GDP, the term “economic growth” may be

interpreted as referring to something deeper. We could think of “economic growth” as

the widening of the opportunities of human beings to lead freer and more worthwhile

lives.

1I thank Niklas Brønager for useful comments on this lecture note.
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The terms “New Growth Theory” and “endogenous growth theory” refer to theory

and models which attempt at explaining sustained per capita growth as an outcome of

some internal mechanisms in the model rather than just a reflection of exogenous technical

progress as in “Old Growth Theory”.

Among the themes addressed in this course are:

• How is the world income distribution evolving?

• Why do living standards differ so much across countries and regions?

• Why do per capita growth rates differ over long periods?

• What are the roles of human capital and technology innovation in economic growth?
Getting the questions right.

• Catching-up and increased speed of communication and technology diffusion.

• Economic growth, natural resources, and the environment (including the climate).
What are the limits to growth?

• Policies to ignite and sustain productivity growth.

• The prospects of growth in the future.

The course concentrates on mechanisms behind the evolution of productivity in the

industrialized world. We study these mechanisms as integral parts of dynamic general

equilibrium models. The exam is a test of the extent to which the student has acquired

understanding of these models, is able to evaluate them, from both a theoretical and

empirical perspective, and is able to use them to analyze specific economic questions.

The course is calculus intensive.

1.2 Some long-run data

Let  denote real GDP (per year) and let  be population size. Then  is GDP per

capita. Further, let  denote the average (compound) growth rate of  per year since

1870 and let  denote the average (compound) growth rate of  per year since 1870.

Table 1 gives these growth rates for four countries.
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Denmark 2,67 1,87

UK 1,96 1,46

USA 3,40 1,89

Japan 3,54 2,54

Table 1: Average annual growth rate of GDP and GDP per capita in percent, 1870—2006.

Discrete compounding. Source: Maddison, A: The World Economy: Historical Statistics,

2006, Table 1b, 1c and 5c.

Figure 1 displays the time path of annual GDP and GDP per capita in Denmark

1870-2006 along with regression lines estimated by OLS (logarithmic scale on the vertical

axis). Figure 2 displays the time path of GDP per capita in UK, USA, and Japan 1870-

2006. In both figures the average annual growth rates are reported. In spite of being

based on exactly the same data as Table 1, the numbers are slightly different. Indeed,

the numbers in the figures are slightly lower than those in the table. The reason is that

discrete compounding is used in Table 1 while continuous compounding is used in the two

figures. These two alternative methods of calculation are explained in the next section.

2 Calculation of the average growth rate

2.1 Discrete compounding

Let  ≡  The average growth rate of  from period 0 to period  with discrete

compounding, is that  which satisfies

 = 0(1 +)  = 1 2  , or (1)

1 + = (


0
)1 i.e.,

 = (


0
)1 − 1 (2)

“Compounding” means adding the one-period “net return” (like with “compound inter-

est”). Obviously,  will generally be quite different from the arithmetic average of the

period-by-period growth rates. To underline this,  is sometimes called the “average

compound growth rate” or the “geometric average growth rate”.
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Figure 1: GDP and GDP per capita (1990 International Geary-Khamis dollars) in Denmark,

1870-2006. Source: Maddison, A. (2009). Statistics on World Population, GDP and Per Capita

GDP, 1-2006 AD, www.ggdc.net/maddison.

If we take logs on both sides of (1), we get

ln


0
=  ln(1 +) ⇒

ln(1 +) =
ln 

0


⇒ (3)

 = antilog(
ln 

0


)− 1. (4)

Note that  in the formulas (2) and (4) equals the number of periods minus 1.

2.2 Continuous compounding

The average growth rate of , with continuous compounding, is that  which satisfies

 = 0
 (5)
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Figure 2: GDP per capita (1990 International Geary-Khamis dollars) in UK, USA and Japan,

1870-2006. Source: Maddison, A. (2009). Statistics on World Population, GDP and Per Capita

GDP, 1-2006 AD, www.ggdc.net/maddison.

where  denotes the Euler number, i.e., the base of the natural logarithm.2 Solving for 

gives

 =
ln 

0


=
ln  − ln 0


 (6)

Here, the first formula is convenient for calculation with a pocket calculator, whereas the

second formula is perhaps closer to intuition. Another name for  is the “exponential

average growth rate”.

Again, the  in the formula equals the number of periods minus 1.

Comparing with (3) we see that  = ln(1 + )   for   0 Yet, by a first-order

Taylor approximation around  = 0 we have

 = ln(1 +) ≈  for  “small”. (7)

For a given data set the  calculated from (2) will be slightly above the  calculated

from (6), cf. the mentioned difference between the growth rates in Table 1 and those in

Figure 1 and Figure 2. The reason is that a given growth force is more powerful when

2Unless otherwise specified, whenever we write ln or log  the natural logarithm is understood.
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compounding is continuous rather than discrete. Anyway, the difference between  and

 is usually immaterial. If for example  refers to the annual GDP growth rate, it will

be a small number, and the difference between  and  immaterial. For example, to 

= 0040 corresponds  ≈ 0039 Even if  = 010 (think of China in recent decades),

the corresponding  is 00953. But if  stands for the inflation rate and there is high

inflation, the difference is substantial. During hyperinflation the monthly inflation rate

may be, say,  = 100%, but the corresponding  is only 69%.

For calculation with a pocket calculator the continuous compounding formula, (6), is

slightly easier to use than the discrete compounding formulas, whether (2) or (4).

2.3 Doubling time

How long time does it take for  to double if the growth rate with discrete compounding

is ? Knowing  we rewrite the formula (3):

 1
2
=

ln 
0

ln(1 +)
=

ln 2

ln(1 +)
≈ 06931

ln(1 +)


How long time does it take for  to double if the growth rate with continuous com-

pounding is ? The answer is based on rewriting the formula (6):

 1
2
=
ln 

0


=
ln 2


≈ 06931




With  = 00187 cf. Table 1, we find

 1
2
≈ 06931
00187

= 371 years.

Again, with a pocket calculator the continuous compounding formula is slightly easier to

use.

3 Some stylized facts of economic growth

3.1 The Kuznets facts

A well-known characteristic of modern economic growth is structural change: unbalanced

sectorial growth. There is a massive reallocation of labor from acriculture into industry

(manufacturing, construction, and mining) and further into services (including transport
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Figure 3: The Kuznets facts. Source: Kongsamut et al., Beyond Balanced Growth, Review of

Economic Studies, vol. 68, Oct., 869-82.

and communication). The shares of total consumption expenditure going to these three

sectors have moved similarly. These observations are often referred to as the Kuznets

facts (after Simon Kuznets, 1901-85, see, e.g., Kuznets 1957).

The two graphs in Figure 3 illustrate the Kuznets facts.

3.2 Kaldor’s stylized facts

Surprisingly, in spite of the Kuznets facts, the evolution at the aggregate level is rougly

described by what is called Kaldor’s “stylized facts” (after Nicholas Kaldor, 1908-1986,

see, e.g., Kaldor 1957):

1. Real output per man-hour grows at a more or less constant rate over fairly

long periods of time. (Of course, there are short-run fluctuations superposed around this
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trend.)

2. The stock of physical capital grows at a more or less constant rate exceeding

the growth rate of the labor input.

3. The ratio of output to capital shows no systematic trend.

4. The rate of return to capital shows no systematic trend.

5. The income shares of labor and capital (in the national accounting sense, i.e.,

including land and other natural resources), respectively, are nearly constant.

6. The growth rate of output per man-hour differs substantially across countries.

These claimed regularities do certainly not fit all developed countries equally well.

Although Solow’s growth model (Solow, 1956) can be seen as the first relatively success-

ful attempt at building a model consistent with Kaldor’s “stylized facts”, Solow once

remarked about them: “There is no doubt that they are stylized, though it is possible to

question whether they are facts” (Solow, 1970). But the Kaldor “facts” do at least seem

to fit the US and UK quite well, see, e.g., Attfield and Temple (2006). The sixth Kaldor

fact is of course well documented empirically (a nice summary is contained in Pritchett,

L., 1997).

4 Concepts of income convergence

The two most popular across-country income convergence concepts are “ convergence”

and “ convergence”.

4.1  convergence vs.  convergence

Definition 1 We say that  convergence occurs for a given selection of countries if there

is a tendency for the poor (those with low income per capita or low output per worker) to

subsequently grow faster than the rich.

By “grow faster” is meant that the growth rate of per capita income (or per worker

output) is systematically higher.

In many contexts, a more appropriate convergence concept is the following:

Definition 2 We say that  convergence, with respect to a given measure of dispersion,
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occurs for a given collection of countries if this measure of dispersion, applied to income

per capita or output per worker across the countries, declines systematically over time.

On the other hand,  divergence occurs, if the dispersion increases systematically over

time.

The reason that  convergence must be considered the more appropriate concept is

the following. In the end, it is the question of increasing or decreasing dispersion across

countries that we are interested in. From a superficial point of view one might think

that  convergence implies decreasing dispersion and vice versa, so that  convergence

and  convergence are more or less equivalent concepts. But since the world is not

deterministic, but stochastic, this is not true. Indeed,  convergence is only a necessary,

not a sufficient condition for  convergence. This is because over time some reshuffling

among the countries is always taking place, and this implies that there will always be some

extreme countries (those initially far away from the mean) that move closer to the mean,

thus creating a negative correlation between initial level and subsequent growth, in spite

of equally many countries moving from a middle position toward one of the extremes.3 In

this way  convergence may be observed at the same time as there is no  convergence;

the mere presence of random measurement errors implies a bias in this direction because

a growth rate depends negatively on the initial measurement and positively on the later

measurement. In fact,  convergence may be consistent with  divergence (for a formal

proof of this claim, see Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 2004, pp. 50-51 and 462 ff.; see also

Romer, 2001, p. 32-34).

Hence, it is wrong to conclude from  convergence (poor countries tend to grow faster

than rich ones) to  convergence (reduced dispersion of per capita income) without any

further investigation. The mistake is called “regression towards the mean” or “Galton’s

fallacy”. Francis Galton was an anthropologist (and a cousin of Darwin), who in the

late nineteenth century observed that tall fathers tended to have not as tall sons and

small fathers tended to have taller sons. From this he falsely concluded that there was

a tendency to averaging out of the differences in height in the population. Indeed, being

a true aristocrat, Galton found this tendency pitiable. But since his conclusion was

mistaken, he did not really have to worry.

3As an intuitive analogy, think of the ordinal rankings of the sports teams in a league. The dispersion

of rankings is constant by definition. Yet, no doubt there will allways be some tendency for weak teams

to rebound toward the mean and of champions to revert to mediocrity. (This example is taken from the

first edition of Barro and Sala-i-Martin, Economic Growth, 1995; I do not know why, but the example

has been deleted in the second edition from 2004.)
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Since  convergence comes closer to what we are ultimately looking for, from now,

when we speak of just “income convergence”,  convergence is understood.

In the above definitions of  convergence and  convergence, respectively, we were

vague as to what kind of selection of countries is considered. In principle we would like it

to be a representative sample of the “population” of countries that we are interested in.

The population could be all countries in the world. Or it could be the countries that a

century ago had obtained a certain level of development.

One should be aware that historical GDP data are constructed retrospectively. Long

time series data have only been constructed for those countries that became relatively rich

during the after-WWII period. Thus, if we as our sample select the countries for which

long data series exist, a so-called selection bias is involved which generates a spurious

convergence. A country which was poor a century ago will only appear in the sample if it

grew rapidly over the next 100 years. A country which was relatively rich a century ago

will appear in the sample unconditionally. This selection bias problem was pointed out

by DeLong (1988) in a criticism of widespread false interpretations of Maddison’s long

data series (Maddison 1982).

4.2 Measures of dispersion

Our next problem is: what measure of dispersion is to be used as a useful descriptive

statistics for  convergence? Here there are different possibilities. To be precise about

this we need some notation. Let

 ≡ 


 and

 ≡ 




where  = real GDP,  = labor force and  = population. If the focus is on living

standards,  is the relevant variable.4 But if the focus is on (labor) productivity, it

is  that is relevant. Since most growth models focus on  rather than  let os

take  as our example.

One might think that the standard deviation of  could be a relevant measure of dis-

persion when discussing whether  convergence is present or not. The standard deviation

4Or perhaps better,  where  ≡  ≡  −  −  Here,  denotes net interest

payments on foreign debt and  denotes net labor income of foreign workers in the country.
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of  across  countries in a given year is

 ≡
vuut1



X
=1

( − ̄)2 (8)

where

̄ ≡
P

 


 (9)

i.e., ̄ is the average output per worker. However, if this measure were used, it would

be hard to find any group of countries for which there is income convergence. This is

because  tends to grow over time for most countries, and then there is an inherent

tendency for the variance also to grow; hence also the square root of the variance, 

tends to grow. Indeed, suppose that for all countries,  is doubled from time 1 to time

2 Then, automatically,  is also doubled. But hardly anyone would interpret this as an

increase in the income inequality across the countries.

Hence, it is more adequate to look at the standard deviation of relative income levels:

̄ ≡
s
1



X


(


̄
− 1)2 (10)

This measure is the same as what is called the coefficient of variation,  usually defined

as

 ≡ 

̄
 (11)

that is, the standard deviation of  standardized by the mean. That the two measures

are identical can be seen in this way:



̄
≡

q
1


P
( − ̄)2

̄
=

s
1



X


(
 − ̄

̄
)2 =

s
1



X


(


̄
− 1)2 ≡ ̄

The point is that the coefficient of variation is “scale free”, which the standard deviation

itself is not.

Instead of the coefficient of variation, another scale free measure is often used, namely

the standard deviation of ln , i.e.,

ln  ≡
s
1



X


(ln  − ln ∗)2 (12)

where

ln ∗ ≡
P

 ln 


 (13)
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Note that ∗ is the geometric average, i.e., ∗ ≡ 
√
12 · · ·  Now, by a first-order Taylor

approximation of ln  around  = ̄, we have

ln  ≈ ln ̄ + 1
̄
( − ̄)

Hence, as a very rough approximation we have ln  ≈ ̄ =  though this approxi-

mation can be quite poor (cf. Dalgaard and Vastrup, 2001). It may be possible, however,

to defend the use of ln  in its own right to the extent that  tends to be approximately

lognormally distributed across countries.

Yet another possible measure of income dispersion across countries is the Gini index

(see for example Cowell, 1995).

4.3 Weighting by size of population

Another important issue is whether the applied dispersion measure is based on a weighting

of the countries by size of population. For the world as a whole, when no weighting by size

of population is used, then there is a slight tendency to income divergence according to the

ln  criterion (Acemoglu, 2009, p. 4), where  is per capita income (≡ ). As seen by

Fig. 4 below, this tendency is not so clear according to the  criterion. Anyway, when

there is weighting by size of population, then in the last twenty years there has been a

tendency to income convergence at the global level (Sala-i-Martin 2006; Acemoglu, 2009,

p. 6). With weighting by size of population (12) is modified to

ln  ≡
sX



(ln  − ln ∗)2

where

 =



and ln ∗ ≡

X


 ln 

4.4 Unconditional vs. conditional convergence

Yet another distinction in the study of income convergence is that between unconditional

(or absolute) and conditional convergence. We say that a large heterogeneous group

of countries (say the countries in the world) show unconditional income convergence if

income convergence occurs for the whole group without conditioning on specific character-

istics of the countries. If income convergence occurs only for a subgroup of the countries,
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namely those countries that in advance share the same “structural characteristics”, then

we say there is conditional income convergence. As noted earlier, when we speak of just

income “convergence”, income “ convergence” is understood. If in a given context there

might be doubt, one should of course be explicit and speak of unconditional or condi-

tional  convergence. Similarly, if the focus for some reason is on  convergence, we

should distinguish between unconditional and conditional  convergence.

What the precise meaning of “structural characteristics” is, will depend on what model

of the countries the researcher has in mind. According to the Solow model, a set of

relevant “structural characteristics” are: the aggregate production function, the initial

level of technology, the rate of technical progress, the capital depreciation rate, the saving

rate, and the population growth rate. But the Solow model, as well as its extension with

human capital (Mankiw et al., 1992), is a model of a closed economy with exogenous

technical progress. The model deals with “within-country” convergence in the sense that

the model predicts that a closed economy being initially below or above its steady state

path, will over time converge towards its steady state path. It is far from obvious that

this kind of model is a good model of across-country convergence in a globalized world

where capital mobility and to some extent also labor mobility are important and some

countries are pushing the technological frontier further out, while others try to imitate

and catch up.

4.5 A bird’s-eye view of the data

In the following no serious econometrics is attempted. We use the term “trend” in an

admittedly loose sense.

Figure 4 shows the time profile for the standard deviation of  itself for 12 EU countries,

whereas Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the time profile of the standard deviation of log  and

the time profile of the coefficient of variation, respectively. Comparing the upward trend

in Figure 4 with the downward trend in the two other figures, we have an illustration

of the fact that the movement of the standard deviation of  itself does not capture

income convergence. To put it another way: although there seems to be conditional

income convergence with respect to the two scale-free measures, Figure 4 shows that

this tendency to convergence is not so strong as to produce a narrowing of the absolute

distance between the EU countries.5

5Unfortunately, sometimes misleading graphs or texts to graphs about across-country income conver-
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Figure 4: Standard deviation of GDP per capita and per worker across 12 EU countries, 1950-

1998.
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Figure 5: Standard deviation of the log of GDP per capita and per worker across 12 EU

countries, 1950-1998.
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Figure 6: Coefficient of variation of GDP per capita and GDP per worker across 12 EU countries,

1950-1998.

Figure 7 shows the time path of the coefficient of variation across 121 countries in

the world, 22 OECD countries and 12 EU countries, respectively. We see the lack of

unconditional income convergence, but the presence of conditional income convergence.

One should not over-interpret the observation of convergence for the 22 OECD countries

over the period 1950-1990. It is likely that this observation suffer from the selection bias

problem mentioned in Section 4.1. A country that was poor in 1950 will typically have

become a member of OECD only if it grew relatively fast afterwards.

4.6 Other concepts

Of course, just considering the time profile of the first and second moments of a distrib-

ution may sometimes be a poor characterization of the evolution of the distribution. For

example, there are signs that the distribution has polarized into twin peaks of rich and

poor countries (Quah, 1996; Jones, 1997). Related to this observation is the notion of club

convergence. If income convergence occurs only among a subgroup of the countries that

gence are published. In Problem Set I you are asked to discuss some examples of this.
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Figure 7: Coefficient of variation of income per capita across different sets of countries.

to some extent share the same initial conditions, then we say there is club-convergence.

This concept is relevant in a setting where there are multiple steady states toward which

countries can converge. At least at the theoretical level multiple steady states can easily

arise in overlapping generations models. Then the initial condition for a given country

matters for which of these steady states this country is heading to. Similarly, we may

say that conditional club-convergence is present, if income convergence occurs only for

a subgroup of the countries, namely countries sharing similar structural characteristics

(this may to some extent be true for the OECD countries) and, within an interval, similar

initial conditions.

Instead of focusing on income convergence, one could study TFP convergence at aggre-

gate or industry level. Sometimes the less demanding concept of growth rate convergence

is the focus.

The above considerations are only of a very elementary nature and are only about

descriptive statistics. The reader is referred to the large existing literature on concepts

and econometric methods of relevance for characterizing the evolution of world income

distribution (for a survey, see Islam 2003).
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